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The world’s most powerful
comparable data resource
on private companies.

ORBIS

Bureau van Dijk’s flagship product, Orbis, is
	
the leading entity database. It covers public
and private companies, banks, non-banking
financial institutions, insurance companies,
marine vessels, sole proprietorships, funds,
individuals, shareholders, ultimate owners,
beneficial owners, and subsidiaries. Orbis is
the ideal tool to verify a company exists and
to source company reports – you’re much
more likely to find a company report on
Orbis than any other database.
• 	Research individual entities or compare
companies in standardized formats
• S
 earch for companies with over a hundred
search criteria
• P
 erform detailed financial analysis on a
company
• Compare companies across borders
• Create and analyze peer groups
• 	Access graphs and visualization tools so
you can understand your results in seconds

] 10 YEARS OF COVERAGE

	OSIRIS
Osiris contains detailed information on major
unlisted/delisted companies across the
globe. It’s easy to use and helps you navigate
complex company information quickly.
• 	Search by hundreds of criteria — you can
search by trends and over multiple years
• 	Create a detailed financial analysis on
a company
• 	Access a wealth of complementary
information such as M&A deals and rumors,
news and market research
• 	Refer to original filings using a library of
scanned images
• 	Illustrate financials with easy-to create graphs

] 20 YEARS OF COVERAGE

AMADEUS

Amadeus contains comprehensive
	
information on around 21 million companies
in Western and Eastern Europe. You can use
it to research individual companies, search
for companies with specific profiles and for
analysis.
• 	Perform detailed financial analysis on a
company
• 	Incorporate complementary information like
M&A deals and rumours into your financial
analysis
• Compare companies across borders
• Create and analyze peer groups

] COVERAGE FROM 1984

MOODY’S ANALYTICS 				
BANKFOCUS
	Moody’s Analytics BankFocus contains
financial statements for banks, as well as
providing financial statements for other
financial institutions. You can:
• C
 ompare like-for-like analysis of more banks
than any other solution
• 	Enjoy a comprehensive, portfolio-level view
of a bank’s group exposure
• V
 iew market indicators and credit ratings
• 	Access links to source filings, to see how
data points are derived

ABOUT BUREAU VAN DIJK, MOODY’S ANALYTICS COMPANY
With information on close to 400 million companies in all countries
worldwide Bureau van Dijk is the resource for private company data. A
key benefit of their information is how simple they make it to compare
companies internationally.

RESEARCH WITH
BUREAU VAN DIJK

ABOUT WRDS
Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS) is the leading business
intelligence, data analytics, and research platform for global institutions
enabling comprehensive thought leadership, historical analysis, and insight
into the latest innovations in academic research.
WRDS democratizes data access so that all disciplines, Accounting,
Banking, Economics, ESG, Finance, Healthcare, Insurance, Marketing,
and Statistics, can easily search for concepts across the data repository.
Partnering with global vendors, WRDS hosts 350+TB of data — the
broadest collection of data on the most robust computing infrastructure
to give users the power to analyze complex information at speeds of up to
400MB per second.
Flexible data delivery options include a powerful web query method
that reduces research time; the WRDS Cloud for executing research and
strategy development; and the WRDS client server using SAS, Python,
R, Stata, Matlab, and more. Our rigorous data review and validation give
users the confidence to tailor research and create a wide range of reliable
data models.
WRDS’ unique array of Services include access to a suite of Analytics
tools and Learning Pathways —providing curated, guided resources for
Researchers, Instructors, and Information Professionals. Through data,
analytics, research and technology, approach your research using real
world examples and advance your analysis to answer the most critical
questions with your data.
WRDS is a leader in impactful research. Through a partnership with SSRN,
WRDS is elevating the visibility of universities and researchers working
across an array of fields. The WRDS Research Paper Series is a searchable
repository of all papers submitted to SSRN that cite WRDS in their
work. In addition, the two organizations have launched the WRDS-SSRN
Innovation Award™ to honor rising business schools in the North America,
Asia Pacific, and EMEA regions. WRDS is more than just a data platform.
Supporting over 75,000 commercial, academic, and government users at
500+ institutions in 35+ countries, WRDS is the global gold standard in
data management, innovative tools, analytics, and research services — all
backed by the credibility and leadership of the Wharton School.

CONTACT US:
WRDS | http://whartonwrds.com | wrds@wharton.upenn.edu
BUREAU VAN DIJK | www.bvdinfo.com
Americas | help.americas@bvdinfo.com | +1 331-401-1800
United Kingdom | bvd@bvdinfo.com | +44 (0) 7549-5000
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